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Introduction
At the SDU MA students are instructed on a three-day workshop to provide 
feedback to the writing of BA students in the samme programme in order to 
facilitate the disciplinary enculturation. In the literature the focus of the feedback 
provided by tutor are examined to a limited extent.
RQ: What characterises the feedback offered by disciplinary writing
tutors?

Results – examples from American Studies
Primaraly, feedback was offered at the task level.
The tutors focus on content, structure and formal 
elements.
E.g., they stress 1) that mastering the right overall structure
and discipline specific concepts is a must, 2)  that ‘analysis’ 
and ‘giving an account’ is two different thing, 3) the need for 
right spelling, punctuation and reference practice.
To a very limited extent, the tutors show or discuss how this
is performed on the sentence layer.
Thus, the tutors are enculturating the tutees in the discipline. 
They are conceptualize writing as academic socialisation.
They recommend using more time on the writing the 
assignment (process) and orally they discuss with the tutees
what they can do differently in the next task (self-reg.).

Discussion
In the workshop for disciplinary writing tutors the tutors have 
to train how to give disciplinary specific feedback on the 
layer of sentences and clausses.
They have to reflect on how the the disciplinary discourse is 
realised on the sentence layer.  
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Methods
Based on a qualitative study (observation, interviews, documents) in 2018 in 
four BA-programmes. 
What levels do the tutors address (Dysthe 2000, Hattie & Timperley 2007):

Proces

Do they conceptualize writing as study skills, academic socialisation or 
academic literacies (Lea and Street 1998).

Task Process Metareflection and 
selfregulation

Writing situation
Content and structure
Sentences/clauses
Choice of word
Spelling, punctuation, 
use of references

Feedback on 
the writing
process

Adressing learning 
and future 
disciplinary writing
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